Now available in three great options

1. Hi Performance Sand daM™ for slopes as steep as 60°

2. Sand daM™ MR is ideal for projects where high performance and low costs are required

3. Install Sand daM™ Lite in greenside bunkers with low angle slopes, or flat bottomed fairway bunkers to eliminate contamination
Putting on a white coat doesn’t really make you an expert.

WHAT IS THE ROI?
What is a remodeling’s return on investment (ROI)? Is it existing member/customer retention or new member/customer attraction? “It’s really both,” Weed says. “Retained members and customers will start spending more. It is important to remain competitive and most clubs are struggling to retain players. Members are more apt to ask business-like questions about the vitality of a club today before joining.”

Both retention and attraction are important for private clubs, Vogt says. “We have found in survey after survey that members who are ‘Very Satisfied’ are much more likely to remain loyal and support club activities,” he says. “New and enhanced components that membership supports are important for the vitality of any club. Worn or non-functional assets often cost more to keep in service and diminish the pride and value in membership.

“Most club members are intuitive business people that understand investments in assets should be scheduled and accomplished to keep recurring operating expenses to a minimum and keep important assets fresh,” he adds.

The new practice range at Houston’s Champions Club – developed by former 1956 Masters and PGA Championship winner Jack Burke – is an excellent example. Architect Mike Nuzzo designed the range and some new tees a couple of years ago.

“The club has one of the largest numbers of single-digit handicap players in the country,” Nuzzo says. “Ranges were not as popular when the original one was built back in the 1960s. The new Champions range helped the club keep many of its members and hopefully attract some new ones.”

How can private and public clubs measure ROI? The best measure, Weed says, should be increases in golf-related revenue compared to the cost of capital improvement.

For public courses with the potential for healthy tee sheets, remodeling areas so golfers can get around the course quicker should translate to a larger bottom line, Lohmann says.

Most private clubs value assets the same way a business would view them and accept the cost of maintenance and upkeep, Vogt says. “However, savvy managers and superintendents assemble an asset-replacement plan and fund the plan throughout the life of the new asset,” he adds. “When the asset begins to approach its useful life a replacement is fully funded. ROI at clubs can be difficult to quantify. However, a full and active membership is always the sign of a club that’s being managed successfully.”

When selling the idea of a remodel to a board or owner, Vogt says, managers and superintendents should focus on the plan as a...
business decision that should be treated as such. The club's financial package needs to make sense. The club's architect should have demonstrated an ability to build projects that are successful both commercially and creatively.

"A project or capital expense is often a weighty decision for a board to consider especially if a membership vote is required," Vogt says. "A full survey probing the membership is always a great first step and should be at the core. A complete study of the proposed plan should be in hand to communicate a thorough knowledge of outcomes, savings and membership benefits. If membership, board and management at a club have mutual trust in the process and ability to accomplish a large-scale project or renovation, the project is more likely to be approved with appropriate funding.

"In regards to an ownership course, the basic premise is the same, but unfortunately owners in most cases need to fund capital out of operation revenue, a difficult proposition in this economy," he adds. "Commercial loans are difficult to acquire for golf at this time."

Despite a down economy, if a project makes sense, all parties will know it. Weed says the best projects are not "sales jobs" at all. "You present objective facts about the course's problems first, the design team's track record second, and the expected benefits third. The answer falls out the bottom." GCI

Peter Blais is a North Yarmouth, Maine-based freelance writer.
BUNKER...R...R TUNING

In school, the three “R’s” were reading, righting and ‘rithmetic. In 2010, for courses in the survival mode, and considering bunker renovations, the three “R’s” mean remove, reduce and redesign for maintenance.

Until the early 2000’s, the business model for new courses was one of high aesthetics to attract golfers. Even “practical” designers who usually considered maintenance aspects of design followed the trend, especially in creating numerous and highly sloping flash bunkers. I always believed that eventually, impossible-to-maintain features would be modified. “Eventually” came earlier than expected. As Bob Dylan sang, “The times, they are a changing,” and I have been involved in several bunker re-designs to improve maintenance, including some of my own courses.

In some cases, I’m asked only to “bless” already planned changes, to save money. I get more involved deeply in most cases, and a golf course architect’s input provides real value in looking at play, design, aesthetic and maintenance aspects of bunkers characteristics – which helps every bunker renovated – and the overall bunker scheme – to turn out the best it can be.

If your original architect is available, I recommend using them. They are more than willing to help you adapt to current needs. Both your needs and their ideas on bunker design have changed over time, and they may welcome the chance for a design mulligan!

Typically, courses are looking at removing bunkers, size reductions to remaining bunkers, and tuning bunkers shapes and slopes for easier maintenance.

BUNKER REMOVAL
Most courses can remove several bunkers without grave effect. This varies from course to course, but there are often obsolete, with difficult maintenance or extended travel time, serving the same function as adjacent bunkers, or that slow play, that quickly become likely candidates. Bunkers that are multifunctional, providing hazard, framing, visual effect, or safety tend to be kept.

SIZE REDUCTIONS
Smaller bunkers obviously reduce construction cost and future maintenance. I often recommend building small lips across narrow points of sand bunkers and converting the first lobe – or two – to grass. This can help speed up play, and very often, golfers only see the higher, back portions of the bunker anyway, so the visual effect isn’t compromised.

Where liners are used, I look to reduce overall bunker size to reduce hand raking. For power raked bunkers, I redesign sand lobes to their minimum turning diameter, usually about 16 to 18 feet depending on the slope. (While intended to reduce maintenance, I find that many modern bunkers are “oversized” visually and the downsizing helps the visual appeal of many greens.)

Similarly, I “tune” the size and shape of the grass noses. Current mowers can handle 18-foot diameter noses.

Some superintendents prefer to mow “down and back up” without turning, and there, I reduce noses to just under two mower widths.

RENOVATIONS
Slopes and drainage are integral to bunkers. I make sure that no drainage runs into bunker slopes. Some bunkers have that problem designed in, and others “acquire it” as mowers wear down their top edges, which allows water in, and a few inches of fill is all it takes to help the bunker. I also recommend a complete herringbone system as most bunkers have far too little tile in them.

Rains wash sand down steep slopes, and the trend is to flatten internal bunker slopes, while keeping enough upslope to make the bunker visible. Maximum slope varies with sand characteristics and climate – in dry climates and with angular sands, 25 percent slopes may be appropriate, while in rainy areas, bunker slopes may be flattened to 10-15 percent maximum.

I also make sure green side bunkers are 6 to 8 feet from the green edge to be in play while allowing riding mowers to turn. It’s common for them to separate from the green over time, while others migrate inward.

ASGCA member Daniel J. Schlegel, did all of the above when one of his clients proposed a simple sand replacement for the bunker on their first hole.

He recognized that the existing bunker could be reduced in size, and the frontal opening widened, making it more suitable for an opening hole. His resulting re-designs reduced flash and washing, total size, and improved sand and drainage.
Look for an “Innovation in Motion” Field Day event near you!
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Get ready for GIS 2011

Sneak peak product previews and our insiders’ guides on what to expect this year in Orlando.

It’s been quite a year since the 2010 Golf Industry Show in San Diego. Crazy, unpredictable weather, a struggling economy, stagnant rounds, uncertain futures — it can make even the most optimistic turf pro scratch his head and update his resume.

Luckily, the annual Golf Industry Show is a great way to not only reconnect with your colleagues, but also to get a sense of the hot-button issues turf professionals like yourself will be facing in the coming year and the direction the industry is going, both in the near- and long-term.

On the next few pages GCI provides you a sneak peak of some of the new products the industry’s leading manufacturers and suppliers will be debuting and featuring this year in Orlando. Make sure you stop by their booths and let them know you saw their products first in this issue of Golf Course Industry.

Also, GCI insiders Monroe Miller, Tim Moraghan and Brian Vinchesi provide you with their thoughts on what to expect at this year’s big industry show.

And back by popular demand, GCI’s crew of columnists and personalities will be holding office hours during the show. So stop by Booth #901 and say hello. And make sure you check your email during the show for GCI’s latest dispatches and videos from the show floor.

So lace up a comfortable pair of shoes and pack your mouse ears. We’ll see you in Orlando. — The Editors
Tim Moraghan previews the 2011 GIS

What to expect from this year's GIS?

There will still be an air of caution among all GCS's. This will be a combination of poor budgets, lousy weather and an industry which continues to slide in the economic arena we are currently in. Though the market is finishing on an upward trend clubs are still failing and the daily grind of trying to cut back and still provide a high level of conditioning will frustrate the GCS. Many will be deciding on whether or not to continue in this profession which those outside the ropes do not understand. Plus the older the GCS becomes the harder it is to compete whether due to age or cost of employment.

What are the top topics of conversation among the attendees when they enter?

Weather. No GCSAA CEO. Loss of turfgrass, budgets and the scarcity of quality jobs. Throw into this mix the reduction and lack of quality water sources. Maybe even Tiger Woods and how Elin was player of the year based on her wedge game, or at least the leader on the money list.

Top topics of conversation when the attendees leave?

A renewed sense of camaraderie based on the fact that we are all in the same boat and a unified attempt to make golf affordable through stable conditioning, better on-course management and the newest, cost-saving pieces of equipment. Also, I expect there will be some buzz about the improved weather forecasting equipment for the golf course and more education opportunities for the non-agronomic members of the club.

What attendees will be expecting to accomplish from this year's GIS?

- Exploration of new job opportunities overseas
- Reasons for a shrinking job market within the US
- Opportunities to grow the game for young, old men and women
- Increase networking opportunities
- Improve your abilities to meet the challenge of an ever decreasing quality job market
- As always, new and improved agronomics for better turfgrass

GIS trends - good or bad?
The loss of the CMAA and its membership. For years the GCSAA toted the joining of forces between themselves, the PGA and now the CMAA. By losing the CMAA in the midst of a general decline in golf participation will eventually hurt and set back the team aspect among golf's professional bodies to assist in rejuvenating this game. – Tim Moraghan is the author of GCI's "Outside The Ropes" column.

---

500,000 GALLON BIODEGRADABLE AQUASPHERE PRO
BOOTH #2636

- Easy to use
- Great for irrigation ponds
- Reduces sludge
- Eliminates odors
- Greatly improves clarity
- Safe for people, pets and fish

www.bioverse.com

AQUATROLS REVOLUTION
BOOTH #653

- Balances moisture in the rootzone under wet or dry conditions
- Produces drier, firmer putting surfaces
- Allows deep and infrequent irrigation without sacrificing playability
- Dramatically reduces the need to hand water
- Strengthens plant's natural ability to withstand stress and disease pressure

www.aquatrols.com

DURATION CR MICRO- AND MINI-SIZED FERTILIZERS
BOOTH #1419

- New DURATION CR Micro- and Mini-Sized Controlled-Release Fertilizers give you more flexibility and options for your nutrient programs
- Micro- and mini-sizes help deliver more cost-effective potash from tee to green
- Advanced generation polymer-coating technology provides steady, long-lasting potassium, which promotes increased plant health, so turf stays in top condition
- Enhanced efficiency allows you to reduce applications and total nutrient applied per year, which is good for the environment and your annual fertilizer budget
- Smaller granular sizes penetrate the tightest turf canopies to prevent mower pickup

www.agriumat.com/us/duration

FIRST PRODUCTS VC-60 VERTI-CUTTER
BOOTH #1110

- Carbide tip blades
- Patented swing hitch
- Up to 1 1/2 inches deep
- Easy height adjustment
- Belt-driven
- 2-inch spacing

www.1stproducts.com

©Aquatrols Revolution®
Looking Ahead to 2011 GIS

Over the years, I have observed golf course superintendents are pretty much an optimistic group with a low tolerance of gloom and doom; I would put myself in that group, too. Nonetheless, I suspect 2011 GIS attendance will be lower again. Golf courses are still struggling, and younger families are, too. What in past years has been a great opportunity for a pre- or post-conference family vacation will be less so this year. The Disney theme parks are a huge draw, but economic considerations will prevail.

And many companies are experiencing tough times; leading to what could be a somewhat reduced roster of exhibitors. Those with only a tangential application to golf turf will be completely gone.

Even though the show may be smaller, attendees will leave delighted with the experience and grateful for the opportunity to be there. The seminars will be well attended and the overall educational opportunities simply cannot be found in one place anywhere else.

There is a chance some superintendents will shorten their stay by a day or two to save money; to compensate; their schedules will be packed to the maximum. Everyone will be looking for and listening to ways to reduce their costs even more, through conversations with colleagues, manufacturers and suppliers.

Since my first conference and show in 1973 until couple of years ago, the GIS experienced significant growth; it has more or less followed our national economic growth. Since we are a depressed national economy these days, it is no surprise our attendance is also down. No doubt other conferences in other professions have experienced the same. But for those of us who are fortunate enough to attend, it will be an awesome few days, both as a practical matter and as an inspiration.

―Monroe S. Miller is a columnist and frequent contributor to GCI.
At Toro, the only thing that means more to us than our reputation, is yours.

Thanks for relying on Toro for the broadest line of proven, precision irrigation products and services. Best-in-class Toro golf irrigation products like the new Lynx™ Control System; 800S Series sprinklers; Satellite and 2-wire field controls and Turf Guard® sensor systems were designed with your input, and with exclusive features to help you keep your course looking its best.

Customers like you are the experts and we are continually listening. We appreciate that you have helped us achieve the market leadership we have today.

Come see our latest innovations in turf management products and services at the 2011 Golf Industry Show in Orlando.
Irrigation and GIS

Irrigation at GIS this year is not expected to have the buzz that happened in 2010 when there was the introduction of new control systems.

There are however some major enhancements to several manufacturers sprinklers that will be showcased. These include a second part/full sprinkler on the market and several variations of "attached decoders."

Since golf irrigation sales are not very brisk in many parts of the country, the research and development has decreased for most manufacturers and they are concentrating on fine tuning and enhancing current product offerings. Look for more companies selling moisture sensing solutions and some talk about their usefulness and effectiveness among attendees. Many superintendents will be looking at what they can do to upgrade their irrigation systems and to make them more water efficient and versatile without spending lots of dollars. How to get projects such as irrigation off of hold will also be a subject of discussion.

Those superintendents and owners stopping to look at equipment will be more serious than in the past, as they try to do more with less. Expect to see less local distributor personnel in the major manufacturer's booths, but their will still be plenty of sales people to answer your irrigation questions.

-Vinchesi is GCI's irrigation columnist.

Vision Pro Advanced Visual Spray Application Aid and UV Resistant Turf Colorant

- Achieve uniform applications of plant protection products with the added feature of a long-lasting natural green turf color
- Resistant to adverse effects of prolonged UV light exposure
- Tank mixable with a variety of pesticides
- Specially formulated to be pump-seal friendly
- Take pride in your turf's enhanced color and uniform pesticide applications with Vision Pro application aid.

www.beckerunderwood.com

Tourney Fungicide

- Provides golf course superintendents with a versatile and effective tool in the fight against tough diseases.
- Tough on a broad spectrum of diseases, including brown ring (Waitea) patch fairy ring, grey leaf spot, necrotic ring spot, summer patch, snow mold, take-all patch and others
- Proven to provide control of the "Big 3" turf diseases—anthracnose, brown patch and dollar spot
- One of the most active fungicides on the market, meaning superintendents get fast and effective control of the diseases that plague their turf
- Effective in early season, spring and fall, providing flexibility and value for budget-conscious superintendents
- Synonymous with exceptional turf quality
- Applied at low-use rates, meaning less stress on turf and less environmental load

www.valentpro.com

Turfco Widespin 1540 EC Topdresser

- Gives an accurate, wide range of applications with the least amount of adjustments due to patented WideSpin technology and a unique electronic controller
- The controller allows you to dial in and set three custom application rates from ultra-light to super-heavy, ensuring a consistent spread every time
- The industry's only topdresser that provides the greatest range of spinner angle, both up and down, for up to 40-foot ultra-light applications or angled down for even better turf penetration
- Adjustable belt and spinner speeds, spinner angle and a metering gate give you precise control
- Includes Turfco's industry-leading, three-year warranty

www.turfco.com

MTD Foam Markers

- So you know where you have been
- Save on chemicals
- Spray fast
- Eliminate gaps and overlaps
- Foam marker models for all sprayers
- Push, pull and self propelled
- Sizes for boom widths up to 40 feet

www.richway.com

John Deere Golf SL Walk Greens Mower

- Line includes models 180SL, 220SL and 260SL
- Adjustable height of cut from one point on either side of the mower cutting unit
- 70 percent reduction in steps needed for height adjustment
- Patented front roller bracket to quickly change roller to meet changing conditions
- Optional push brush attachment that helps stand up grass prior to cutting, providing a more pronounced stripe

www.johndeere.com/golf

Tourney Funicide

- BOOTH #2001
- BOOTH #2017